
 
 

 
 
What is an algorithm? 
An explicit step-by-step procedure for producing a solution to a given problem. 

Or  
A set of steps or instructions which precisely describe the solution to a task. 

 
Pseudocode is a kind of structured english for describing algorithms.  
 
 
Why Write Algorithms 
Algorithms allow the designer to focus on the logic of the solution without having to think 
about details of the program language that may be used. 
The algorithm should translate line by line into program source code. 
 
The algorithm is part of the program design (see “systems life cycle”). It comes after the 
problem (or task) has been defined and before the program is written. In fact the program is 
written to reflect the algorithm. Test data (Test Plan) is drawn up based on the algorithm. 
Both Algorithm and Test Plan are completed before the program code is started.  
 
This handout is intended to show how an algorithm is written and then converted into 
program code.  
 

 
 

A

Example: 
Task: Calculate the sum of all the numbers from 1 to a given value. 
Thoughts:  use a variable to store the sum of the numbers. 
  Use a loop to run from 1 to the given value.  
  Add the loop count to sum in each loop 
  Print the sum as the final result. 
   
Algorithm: 
Program: To calculate the sum of the numbers from 1 to a given value. 
Variables:  Value  -integer          =the given value  

Count  -integer          =the loop counter 
Sum  -integer            =the sum accumulation  

 
Begin 
 Prompt “This program calculates the sum of the numbers  

between 1 and a given number.” 
 Prompt “Enter your number :”   
      Input Value 
 Set Sum = 0 
 For Count = 1 to Value 
  Sum = Sum + Count 
 Next  
 Display “ The sum of the numbers between 1 and “, Value, “ is “, Sum 
End 
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This algorithm converts to Pascal quite straight forward. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Program Sum; 
Var  Value :integer          {the given value}  

Count :integer          {the loop counter} 
             Sum  :integer            {the sum accumulation} 
 
Begin 
     Writeln(‘This program calculates the sum of the numbers  

between 1 and a given number.’); 
     Write(‘Enter your number :’);   
     Readln(Value); 
      Sum := 0 
      For Count = 1 to Value do 
             Begin 
  Sum = Sum + Count; 
 End;  
     Writeln(‘The sum of the numbers between 1 and’, Value,’ is ‘, Sum); 
End. 

This program calculates the sum of the numbers  
 between 1 and a given number. 
Enter your number : 10 
The sum of the numbers between 1 and 10  is 55 

 
And in C. A few minor changes  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

// Program Sum.c 
 
void main(void) 
{  int Value           //the given value  

int Count          //the loop counter 
             int Sum             //the sum accumulation 
 
 printf(‘This program calculates the sum of the numbers  

between 1 and a given number.\n’); 
 printf(‘Enter your number :’);   
      scanf(“%d”, &Value); 
 Sum = 0 
 For (Count = 1; Count<=Value; Count++) 
             { 
  Sum = Sum + Count; 
  }  
 printf(‘The sum of the numbers between 1 & %d is %d‘, Value, Sum);
} 

This program calculates the sum of the numbers  
 between 1 and a given number. 
Enter your number : 10 
The sum of the numbers between 1 and 10 is 55 

In Visual Basic you need a different approach. You need to plan your screen and “events” 
(command buttons, menu options, etc); though the principles remain the same. 
 

‘ Program Sum; 
DIM    Value  as integer          ‘the given value  
DIM    Count  as integer          ‘the loop counter 
DIM    Sum  as integer            ‘the sum accumulation 
 
Private sub CmdCalculate_click( ) 
        
 Value = val(txtValue) 
 Sum = 0 
 For Count = 1 to Value  
  Sum = Sum + Count; 
 Next  
 txtSum.text = Sum 
End Sub.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Enter your number 

 This program calculates the sum of the numbers  
                              between 1 and a given number 

 

The sum of the numbers is  

Calculate the sum 
 of numbers 

cmdCalculate 

txtValue

txtSum 
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Algorithms in Visual Programming –(a kick start) 
 
Consider this example screen 

This Is The Program Title 

Prompt for user input 

Prompt for user input 

Prompt for user input 

Cmdbut3Cmdbut2 Cmdbut1 

TxtInput2 
Properties: {list any set}

TxtInput1 
Properties: {list any set}

FrmMainForm 
Properties: {list any set. Either here or as part of Data Dictionary}

Option3 Option2 Option1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 TxtInput3 

Properties: {list any set} 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Algorithm 
Task: write a brief description of the task here 
Written by: add your name and a date. 
 
Variables   {list global variables and data type, with explanation.} 
 
Begin 
 Display {name of screen} …..(list data input on screen:i.e. name, age, height…….) 
 options:  {or events}      ( list each cmd button/ menu option/ event… as an option in a list.) 
  option1 ------------------------A       {see sub task A below} 
  option2 ------------------------B {see sub task B below} 
  option3 ----------------------- C {see sub task C below} 
 end options 
End 
 
A:      Option1 
Description: Describe the aim of this option. 
Variables  {list variables if any} 
 

 Begin 
 Instructions 
End 
 
B:      Option2 
Description: Describe the aim of this option. 
Variables  {list variables if any} 
 
Begin 
 Instructions 
End 
 
C:      Option3 
Description: Describe the aim of this option. 
Variables  {list variables if any} 
 
Begin 
 Instructions 
End 
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Example Algorithm  
 
Problem: Simple Wages Calculation  
 
A program is required to input an employee details (including Name, Employee No., 
Department, Hours worked and rate per hour) and calculate the employees weekly 
pay. This information is then displayed on screen and printed out to be given to the employee 
with his/her wages. 
 
 
Two screens are to be used. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Algorithm 
Task: To input employee details to input an employee details and calculate the employees weekly  Pay. This 

information to be displayed on screen and printed out to be given to the employee with his/her wages. 
Written by: Dan D. Lyon  2001 
 
Variables 
 Hourswkd  - decimal  =number of hours worked by employee 
 RatePerHour –currency  =payment per hour for employee 
 TotalPay –currency  =result of calculation 
 
Begin 
 Display Input Screen  (input: Employee No., Name, Department, Hours Worked and Rate Per Hour) 
 Options: 
  Calculate Wage __________________________A 
  Exit ____________________________________B 
 End options 
End 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CmdCalc 

Simple Wages Calculation 

Employee No. 
Name 
Dept 

Calc Wage 

CmdExit

Exit 

Input Screen 

txtEmpNo

txtName 

Hours worked
Rate per Hour 

txtHoursWkd

InputScreen

Wages Calculation Pay Slip 

Employee No. 

Name Dept 

Print Pay  
Slip

CmdPrint CmdExitToInput

Exit to  
Input Screen 

Total Pay lblRate 

OutputScreen
Output Screen 

lblHoursWkd

Rate per Hour 

Hours worked
lblRate 

lblDept 

lblName 

lblEmpNo

txtDept 

txtRate 
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A _____  Calculate Wage 
Aim: to calculate wage for employee and display wage slip ready for printing. 
 
Variables 
 
Begin 
 TotalPay = RatePerHour * HoursWkd 
 set output EmployeeNo from input Employee No.  
 set output Dept from input Dept 
 set output HoursWkd from input HoursWkd 
 set output RatePerHour from input RateperHour 
 set output TotalPay from TotalPay  
  
 Display OutputScreen 
  

Options 
  Print Wage Slip __________________C 
  Exit to Input Screen _______________D 
 End Options 
End 
 
 
B_____ Exit 
Aim: to exit the program 
Begin 
 End program 
End 
 
C_____ Print Wage Slips 
Aim: to send the wage slip to the printer 
Begin 
 Print wage slip 
End 
 
D_____Exit to Input Screen 
Aim: to display the input screen 
Begin 
 Display InputScreen 
End. 
 
 
 
Do you think you could write the program from this algorithm? 
 

If you answer yes then it is a good algorithm! 
If you answer no…………….better start again. 

 
Note that the screens and algorithm could also apply to other visual programming languages 
like visual C, C#, Delphi(visual pascal), etc. 
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